Abstract. We show that the number of maximal lattices with volume less than v is at least exponential in v. To do this we construct families of noncommensurable Gromov/Piatetski-Shapiro manifolds having the same volume.
Introduction
In their famous paper [5] Gromov and Piatetski-Shapiro have shown how to construct examples of nonarithmetic hyperbolic n-manifolds in any dimension n ≥ 3 by gluing together submanifolds of noncommensurable standard arithmetic manifolds. Here we aim to show that their methods have other applications, for example we construct arbitrarily large families of noncommensurable manifolds with the same volume: Theorem 1.1. Let n ≥ 3; there exists constants V, K > 0 depending on n such that for all integers m ≥ V there is a family of at least 2 m noncommensurable (nonarithmetic) compact hyperbolic n-manifolds all having the same volume v ≤ Km.
This can be seen as giving an explicit lower bound in Wang's theorem [8] that there are only finitely many hyperbolic n-manifolds (n ≥ 4) with volume less than a given v, however in that respect it is much less good than existing results. For example, it is proven in [3] that for any large integer m there are at least m! hyperbolics n-manifolds the same volume less than K ′ m (for some K ′ depending on the dimension n). However all these manifolds are constructed as coverings of a fixed manifold, so that our result is slightly different from theirs or those proved in [4] or [9] , in particular it implies: Since there is at least one maximal subgroup with minimal covolume in each commensurability class, it also follows from Theorem 1.1 that for v ≥ V there exists at least 2 v K maximal (nonarithmetic) uniform lattices with covolume less than v. Interestingly, the growth of maximal arithmetic subgroups is subexponential by a result of Misha Belopelitsky (cf. [2] ), so that the growth rate of maximal nonarithmetic subgroups is strictly bigger.
) be the number of conjugacy classes of maximal uniform lattices in SO(1, n) (resp. arithmetic ones) with covolume less than v. Then L max is at least exponential, in particular we have:
For n = 3 the number of lattices with volume less than v is infinite for v big enough, but this number becomes finite if we add the condition that the systole be bigger than any positive constant. In our theorem the manifolds have their systoles bounded below by a positive constant. As an aside, 1 we also construct manifolds with arbitrarily large volume the size of whose isometry group stays bounded. All our constructions are quite costless in technology (we only use the Gromov/PiatetskiShapiro paper).
Acknowledgments. Part of this work comes from the joint work [1] (see also the announcement in CRAS Tome 349, Fascicule 15-16 or arXiv:1104.5559) where it was used for other purposes.
Gluing manifolds
2.1. General construction. Let r ≥ 2 and N 1 , . . . , N r be real compact hyperbolic n-manifolds such that each has totally geodesic boundary, and each boundary is the disjoint union of two copies of some hyperbolic (n − 1)-manifold Σ. We choose for each manifold N a a component Σ + a of ∂N a , and denote the other one by Σ − a ; we call i ± a the corresponding embeddings of Σ in ∂N a . For an integer m > 0 we identify the cyclic group Z/mZ with the set {0, . . . , m − 1}. For α = (α 0 , . . . , α m−1 ) ∈ {1, . . . , r} Z/mZ we define M α to be the closed hyperbolic manifold obtained by gluing copies of the N k in the manner prescribed by α:
For k = 0, . . . , m we shall take the (abusive) convention of denoting by N α k the submanifold image of N α k × {k} in N α and by Σ k the hypersurface image of i − α k (Σ) × {k}. In the same way, for a subsequence (α k , . . . , α k+l ) we denote by N α k ,...,α k+l the submanifold of N α image of the N α k × {k}, . . . , N α k+l × {k + l}.
2.2.
Interbreeding arithmetic manifolds. According to the construction of Proposition 4.1 below there exists a family M k , k ≥ 1 of arithmetic hyperbolic closed n-manifolds such that any two of them are noncommensurable but they all contain an embedded nonseparating totally geodesic hypersurface isometric to some fixed Σ. Letting N k be the completion of M k − Σ (so that it has boundary Σ ⊔ Σ), for all r > 0 we can perform with N 1 , . . . , N r the constructions of Section 2.1. (Gromov and Piatetski-Shapiro call this interbreeding of manifolds, and the resulting nonarithmetic manifolds are called hybrids). There is a natural (shift) action of Z/mZ on {1, . . . , r} Z/mZ and it is clear that we obtain the same manifolds for two collections of indices in the same orbit. The main technical result is that this is the only case when they are commensurable (recall that two Riemannian manifolds are said to be commensurable if they share a finite cover up to isometry): We will prove this in section 3 below. Now we give the proof of our main result.
2.3.
Manifolds with the same volume. We keep the same notation as above and denote vol(M k ) = v k . Theorem 1.1 follows immediately from the case r = 2 of the next result, which gives a more precise estimate. Proof. Let S be the set of all manifolds M α 1 ,...,αrm such that for each k = 1, . . . , r exactly m of all α i are equal to k, modulo commensurability. All manifolds in this set have volume r i=1 mv i . According to Proposition 2.1 the cardinality of S is bigger than (rm) −1 times the number of such collections of α i . This last number is equal to:
where the asymptotic follows from Stirling's formula.
We get a constant K proportional to the volume max(v 1 , v 2 ), in particular it could be estimated using the explicit construction of Proposition 4.1 and Prasad's volume formula. Note that taking a bigger r would not improve on the growth rate since the constant K ≫ max vol(v 1 , . . . , v r ) would tend to infinity too quickly (stricly faster than log r, as follows from the estimates in [2] ) so that the exponential growth rate r 1/K would tend to 1.
2.4.
Manifolds with small group of isometries. We take the same notation as in the preceding subsection, with r = 2. Proposition 2.3. There exists a family S k , k ≥ 1 of closed hyperbolic n-manifolds such that vol(S k ) → ∞ but the groups of isometries Isom(S k ) have uniformly bounded order.
Note that the systole of the M k stays constant. I don't know whether there exists a sequence of compact hyperbolic n-manifolds the systole of which tends to infinity and which satisfy the conclusion above.
Proof. Let S k = M 2,1,...,1 with k ones, then vol(S k ) ≥ kv 1 . On the other hand, an isometry of S k must map the N 2 piece to itself because of Lemma 3.3, so that |Isom(S k )| ≤ |Isom(N 2 )|. It remains to show that the group Isom(N 2 ) is finite: this is because an isometry is determined by its restriction to the boundary, so that |Isom(N 2 )| ≤ 2|Isom + (Σ)| < +∞.
3. Noncommensurability 3.1. Some lemmas. We recall here some results that will be useful for proving the noncommensurability of the manifolds constructed in Section 2.1. The main advantage of working with arithmetic manifolds is that the following criterion for commensurability is available (see [5, 1.6] ).
, then this intersection has finite index in both of them (so that they are in particular commensurable).
We will also require the following lemma, whose proof is similar to that of Corollary 1.7B in [5] .
Lemma 3.2. Let n ≥ 3, W a complete hyperbolic n-manifold and U, U ′ two submanifolds with compact totally geodesic boundary. Then either the intersection U ∩ U ′ has empty interior or it contains an hyperbolic n-manifold with Zariski-dense fundamental group.
Proof. We fix a monodromy for the hyperbolic structure on W ; then for any totally geodesic submanifold we get a monodromy as a subgroup of π 1 (W ) ⊂ SO(1, n). Suppose that U ∩U ′ contains an open set and let S (resp. S ′ ) be a component of ∂U (resp. ∂U ′ ) which intersects the interior of U ′ (resp. U ). Then π = π 1 (S ∩ U ′ ) must be Zariski-dense in the subgroup H ∼ = SO(1, n − 1) of SO(1, n) determined by the compact hyperbolic n − 1-manifold S. Indeed, let S 0 be a connected component of S ∩ U ′ . Then the boundary ∂S 0 is a (union of) connected components of S ∩ ∂U ′ and thus a compact hyperbolic manifold of dimension n − 2; we choose a component S 1 . Lemma 1.7.A of [5] tells us that π 1 (S 0 ) contains π 1 (S 1 ) as a subgroup of infinite index. Now a discrete subgroup of SO(1, n − 1) containing a subgroup of infinite index which is a lattice in some closed subgroup H 2 ∼ = SO(1, n − 2) must be Zariski-dense in SO(1, n − 1) because H 2 is a maximal closed subgroup. In the same way π ′ = π 1 (S ′ ∩ U ) is Zariski-dense in another distinct embedding H ′ of SO(1, n − 1). It follows that π, π ′ is Zariski-dense in SO(1, n), and since it is contained in π 1 (U ∩ U ′ ) this proves the lemma.
As a consequence of these two results we get: SO(1, n) . Thus, the intersection π 1 (N 0 ) ∩ π 1 (N 1 ) contains a Zariski-dense subgroup, which contradicts Proposition 3.1 and the fact that M 0 , M 1 are noncommensurable.
3.2. Conclusion. We keep notation as in the statement of Proposition 2.1. For convenience we denote M = M α 1 ,...,αm and M ′ = M β 1 ,...,βm . Suppose that M is commensurable to M ′ , let W be a common finite covering of M and M ′ with covering maps π, π ′ . We will use the following lemma.
Proof. Let l ∈ {0, . . . , m − 1} be any index such that β l = α i+1 . Then by Lemma 3.3 we have that N α i+1 ,. ..,α j ) has empty interior. It follows that for any connected component N β k+1 ,. ..,β k+l ). But again by Lemma 3.3 we get that N ′ ∩ π −1 (N α i ) as well as N ′ ∩ π −1 (N α j+1 ) have empty interior, which forces N ′ = N . All that is left to show is that l = i − j, which follows from the fact that the distance between the boundaries of N and N ′ is the same.
Proof of Proposition 2.1. Suppose first that all α i are equal to some k. Then M is a cyclic cover of M k , and in particular it is arithmetic. It follows that M ′ is arithmetic too and by Gromov and Piatetski-Shapiro's argument if this is the case then all β i must be equal too, say to some k ′ . Now we get that M k and M k ′ are commensurable and it follows that we have k = k ′ . Now suppose there is an index 0
Take a loop c in M α which meets each hypersurface Σ i exactly once and transversally and a lift c of c to W based at some point on S. Then as we go alongc we meet connected components of π −1 (N α 1 ,...,α i 2 ) , . . . , π −1 (N α i k−1 +1 ,...,α i k ) where i k = 0 and we have
and the β i s satisfy the conditions
) share a boundary component we must
This finishes the proof (we get p = i ′ 1 ).
Arithmetic manifolds with totally geodesic hypersurfaces
The following construction is now standard and goes back at least to Millson's paper [6] . We recall it here for the reader's convenience and because for an even n it is not proved in [5] that one can get noncommensurable manifolds this way. Proof. The standard way to construct arithmetic hyperbolic manifolds which contain totally geodesic hypersurfaces is as follows: let F be a totally real number field and q a quadratic form in n + 1 variables over F such that q is definite positive at all real places of F but one, where it has signature (1, n). Then the group of integer points Γ = SO(q, O F ) is a lattice in SO(1, n). If q is written as a 1 x 2 1 + . . . + a n+1 x 2 n+1 where a 1 , . . . , a n are totally positive and a n+1 is negative at exactly one real place, then Γ contains the subgroup Λ associated to the quadratic form in n variables a 2 x 2 2 + . . . + a n+1 x 2 n+1 . Define the principal congruence subgroup of level p, Γ(p), to be the kernel Γ ∩ ker(SL(n + 1, O F ) → SL(n + 1, O F /p)). It follows from the proof of Selberg's Lemma that for |p| big enough the lattice Γ(p) is torsion-free, so that the subgroup Λ(p) gives rise to an imbedding Λ(p)\H n−1 → Γ(p)\H n and a standard argument shows that this is in fact an embedding. Moreover we can choose p so that this hypersurface S is non separating, that is M − S is connected so that it is the interior of a compact manifold with two boundary components isometric to S. For all this see [6, Section 2] or [5] . Finally, note that the isometry type of S depends only on a 2 , . . . , a n+1 and p.
The simplest exemple of the previous procedure is when F = Q and a 1 , . . . , a n > 0, a n+1 < 0 but then the manifolds obtained are noncompact for n ≥ 4. However, if F = Q( √ d) for a square-free rational integer d > 1, a 1 , . . . , a n ∈ Q * + and a n+1 / √ d ∈ Q * then q is anisotropic over F so that Γ q \H 3 is compact. In the sequel we make the simplest choice d = 2, a 1 = . . . = a n = 1 and
. We want to show that there is an infinite number of a ∈ O F such that the lattices SO(q a , O F ) are all noncommensurable to each other. This boils down, by [5, 2.6] , to show that the quadratic forms q a , λq a ′ are nonisometric for all a, a ′ and λ ∈ F * . Suppose first that n is odd: then the discriminant of λq a equals that of q a for all λ, thus we need only find a countable set A ⊂ O F such that for all a = a ′ ∈ A we have a/a ′ ∈ (F * ) 2 . This is doable since the image of O F − {0} in F * /(F * ) 2 is easily seen to be infinite. Now we treat the case of an even n: for that purpose we need to recall some definitions. Let k be any field; for u, v ∈ k * the Hilbert symbol (u, v) k is defined in [7, III,1.1] as 1 if 1 = uv 2 + vy 2 for some x, y ∈ k and −1 otherwise. Then it is shown in [7, IV, Théorème 2] that ǫ k (q) = i<j (a i , a j ) k is an isometry invariant of q over k. Now we suppose that k = Q p for a prime p > 2, then for a, b ∈ Z p we have (a, b) Qp = −1 if and only if either a (resp. b) has odd p-valuation and b (resp. a) has even valuation but is not a square in Q p , or if a, b have the same p-valuation mod 2 and −a −1 b is a square in Q p (see [7, III, Théorème 2] ). Now suppose that we have a rational prime p such that p = −1 (mod 8). Then 2 is a biquadratic residue modulo p according to Gauss' biquadratic reciprocity law, and since p = 1 (mod 4) we know that −1 is not a square modulo p. By Hensel's lemma it follows that all this is still true in Q p . For any λ ∈ Q * p it follows that (λ, λ) Qp = 1, (λ, − √ 2λ) Qp = −1 and more generally, for any u ∈ Z * p , (λu, − √ 2λ) Qp = −(λu, λ) Qp We can now compute: Now if we let p k , k ≥ 1 be an infinite increasing sequence of primes all equal to -1 modulo 8 (such a sequence exists by Dirichlet's theorem) we get by (4.1) that for all l < k we have ǫ Qp k (q p l ) = 1. On the other hand, we have ǫ Qp k (q p k ) = (p k , − √ 2) Qp k = −1. It follows that for l < k and λ ∈ F ⊂ Q p k the quadratic forms q p k and λq p l are not isometric over F , so that the lattices SO(q p k , O F ) are noncommensurable one to the other.
